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National Support Detachment 

Enquiry Pack 

 

 

 

 

 

Mission Statement 

 
 

To provide active support to nationalism in Britain, through organised efforts to overcome the tactics of 

deplatforming, intimidation and suppression of the hard left, and to accomplish this through community 

outreach, activism, and personal improvement. 

 

 

 

What is the National Support Detachment? 

 
The biggest challenge that faces nationalism in Britain is the tactics of suppression, intimidation and 

deplatforming practiced by the hard left. Large amounts of money, often provided subversively by the trade 

unions, are spent transporting aimless and uncontrollable mobs to any kind of nationalist or patriotic events, 

with the aim of preventing those events from being accessible to members of the public. 

 

The National Support Detachment will overcome this problem. 

 

What the NSD accomplishes is to take the loose collective of nationalist groups and people, and provide 

them with a clear structure and chain of command, and an environment in which their own identity as individual 

groups will not be compromised by their involvement in an umbrella organisation. Smaller groups will become 

platoons and companies within a larger organisation, whose leadership will work towards collective goals that 

align with the primarily goals of the wider nationalist body. 

 

Leaders of established and smaller groups will take the position of local and regional officers within the 

NSD, and will have autonomy over their area of operations, so long as they work towards the same overall 

objectives. The leadership of the NSD as a whole will mediate between these groups and officers, and provide 

clear direction towards shared goals. 

 

  

N.S.D 
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NSD Values and Standards 

 

 
Loyalty is All 

 

 

Those who join the ranks of the NSD will represent all those qualities that Britain needs to overcome the 

forces of treachery and suppression that have taken over the leadership of British society. They must embody 

the following Values and Standards: 

 

Courage 

There are two types of courage – physical courage and moral courage – and the NSD member must exhibit 

both. Physical courage is manifested in the ability to face down difficulties and hostility without fear or 

cowardice. Moral courage is manifested in the ability to steel oneself for difficult choices and difficult decisions; 

the ability to do what needs to be done even in the face of personal reservations. 

 

Discipline 

Discipline is the foundation of success. It is such because without discipline, one cannot organise, and 

without organisation, one cannot succeed. The NSD member must be disciplined in their personal appearance, 

disciplined in their conduct and behaviour, and disciplined in their dedication to the goals of the nationalist 

cause. 

 

Absolute Loyalty 

The NSD member is a comrade to his fellow man, and stands by him no matter what. If an NSD members 

acts with good intentions, then his fellow members must stand by him and NEVER desert him. If he finds 

himself in a difficult situation, his fellow members must do what they can to help. The leadership of the NSD 

must be loyal to their ranks without fail, and the ranks must repay that loyalty in kind. 

 

Collective Action 

Collective Action and Responsibility must permeate the ranks of the NSD. An attack on one member is an 

attack on every member. Forces who are enemies of the NSD are the enemies of every person in it. The NSD 

member must be prepared to make personal sacrifices for the sake of the success of the movement as a whole. 

 

Set an Example 

NSD members must conduct themselves in a way that sets an example to the public. They should always ask 

themselves, ‘Will my words/actions cause damage to the image or reputation of the NSD?’, and if the answer 

is, ‘Yes’, they should not engage in that action. This means that at no point should NSD members promote or 

engage in criminal behaviour. 
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Roles and Responsibilities 

 
The following basic roles are open to NSD members: 

 

➢ Officers. NSD Officers will be responsible for the leadership and command of NSD units at various 

levels. They will be required to demonstrate dedication to the overall political aims of the NSD and 

will be expected to regularly liaise with other Officers and the overall NSD leadership in the pursuit 

of NSD activities. Prospective NSD members who command pre-existing groups are ideal 

candidates for Officer positions. 

➢ Other Ranks. NSD members who are willing to engage in activities with the NSD in a non-

leadership role. They comprise the bulk of the membership. It is not necessary for NSD members to 

be committed to any single ideology within nationalism, but they must have the ability to co-operate. 

NSD ORs who do not wish to become officers can be involved in administration and assistance roles 

to NSD Officers. 

 

All NSD members should display, or be willing to develop, the following skills: 

 

➢ Physical Robustness. Physical health is important to engage in NSD activities, especially activities 

related to supporting demonstrations or marching. This said, anyone who wishes to support the NSD 

can be found a place as long as they are prepared to work to the best of their ability. 

➢ Teamwork. The ability to co-operate and build camaraderie is vital to the success of the NSD. The 

ability to work with others even in spite of trivial personal differences for the sake of shared 

objectives is essential. 

➢ Personal Pride. The NSD member must take pride in their conduct, bearing and appearance and 

must be prepared to lead by example. A man who wishes to win the respect of others must begin by 

respecting himself. 

➢ Commitment. People’s schedules and personal commitments vary, but the NSD member should be 

prepared to commit a few hours for activity at least once per week, typically on one day of a 

weekend.  

 

 

Activities 
 

NSD units, at all levels, should regularly engage in the following types of peaceful and legal activities: 

 

➢ Peacefully supporting nationalist/patriotic demonstrations. Many of these events are directly 

targeted by political enemies who attempt to drown out any message or make such events 

inaccessible to the public. The NSD, through its presence, can help overcome these issues. The NSD 

should not support any event which disrespects the presence of the NSD, its members, or nationalist 

politics. 

➢ Physical fitness. Events such as hiking, training sessions, football games, any kind of sport which 

promotes the Values and Standards of the NSD. Sports such as boxing, shooting, archery, and any 

sports which encourage discipline, controlled behaviour and skill should also be encouraged. 

➢ Music. Musical skill, especially with regard to marching band instruments, should be encouraged. 

Musical groups should be focussed on military, brass and traditional music and should avoid music 

with foreign or left-wing influence. 

➢ Meetings. NSD platoons, companies or units should hold meetings to socialise and practice 

behaviour such as drill (parading), marching, and any sort of behaviour which promotes the 

discipline and organisation which are values and standards of the NSD. 

➢ Community Support Activities. NSD units should, where possible, carry out activities which are 

beneficial to their local and wider communities, such as assisting the homeless, charity work, 

beautification, and assistance to other organised groups, including non-political groups, which 

promote the same values, standards and aims of the NSD. 
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How can you help? 
 

The NSD is recruiting for both Officer and Other Rank positions. Anybody who wishes to help further the 

cause of nationalist politics should join, and a place will be found. We are particularly interested in people with 

the following skills: 

 

➢ Veterans of the armed forces, who will have experience in behaving with discipline, pride and self-

respect. 

➢ Musicians, particularly who can play classical musical instruments 

➢ Administrators, who can engage in accountancy and organisation 

➢ Fitness Instructors, or people with knowledge of health living and physical fitness 

➢ Graphic designers and artists, in all mediums 

➢ Writers, for writing publications 

 

When joining the NSD, members and prospective members are encouraged to identify their own skills and 

talents. 

 

 

Contact Information 

 
For information on the NSD, including how to join, visit the NSD website at: 

 

nationalsupportdetachment.org  

 

For other enquiries, please email: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commanding Officer NSD 

 

Mr Alek Yerbury 


